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Advances in Attenuation Correction
Techniques in PET
Habib Zaidi, PhD, PDa,*, Marie-Louise Montandon, PhDa,
Abass Alavi, MDb

In positron emission tomography (PET), the
imaging system records two antiparallel 511 keV
photons that are emitted after electron–positron
annihilation. In this case, the annihilation photons
traverse a total tissue thickness that is equal to the
body thickness intersected by the line between the
two detectors, also called the line of response
(LoR). Since its inception, photon attenuation in
biological tissues has been identified as the most
important physical degrading factor affecting PET
image quality and quantitative accuracy [1]. Photon
attenuation usually refers to the combination of

photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering.
That is, both are components of the general process
of photon attenuation [2].

A particularity of PET (in contrast to single-
photon emission computed tomography - SPECT) is
that the attenuation factor for a given LoR depends
on the total distance traveled by both annihilation
photons within the attenuating medium, and it is
independent of the emission (EM) point along
this LoR. This makes attenuation correction (AC)
easier, owing to the fact that it only requires a simple
premultiplication of the EM data by the resultant
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attenuation correction factors (ACFs). Yet, the ACFs
in PET are huge, and quantitation is virtually impos-
sible without compensating for the nonlinear atten-
uation effect. The magnitude of the ACFs required in
PET often might exceed 100 for some LoRs through
the body [3]. Various strategies have been devised
to determine an accurate attenuation map to enable
correction for photon attenuation in whole-body
PET studies. Accurate attenuation compensation re-
lies on robust determination of the attenuation
map, which usually is derived through an external
transmission (TX) scanning apparatus (eg, x-ray
CT) integrated into the PET system design. The in-
troduction of combined PET/CT scanners in the
clinic has facilitated the AC process and allowed
TX scanning time to decrease substantially com-
pared with radionuclide TX scanning.

Thorough reviews of attenuation map derivation
and AC techniques were published previously for
nuclear medicine imaging in general [1,3], particu-
larly for PET/CT [4], and more recently for cerebral
PET imaging [5]. This article addresses this issue
from a different perspective in the sense that it
focuses on most recent developments in the field
in general and the most promising approaches in
particular. Given the widespread interest both in
dual-modality PET/CT imaging and preclinical
instrumentation, the pitfalls associated with CT-
based attenuation correction and potential solu-
tions and the unique problems of attenuation
correction in small animal PET also are addressed.
The physical and methodological bases of photon
attenuation are addressed briefly, and state-of-the-
art developments in algorithms used to derive the
attenuation map aiming at accurate AC of PET
data are summarized. Future prospects, research
trends, and challenges are identified, and directions
for future research are discussed.

What is photon attenuation?

The physical basis of photon attenuation lies in the
natural property that annihilation photons emitted
by the positron-emitting radiotracers (following
positron–electron interaction) interact with human
tissue and other materials as they travel through the
body. The emitted annihilation photons have an
energy of 511 keV and thus can undergo photoelec-
tric interactions where the incident photon is
absorbed completely, or more likely, can be scat-
tered following interaction with loosely bound elec-
trons in biological tissues. Scattering results in
a change in the original direction of the incoming
photon with (in the case of incoherent or Compton
scattering) or without (in the case of coherent or
Rayleigh scattering) energy loss. It should be empha-
sized that for soft tissue (the major constituent of the

body), a moderately low atomic number (Z) mate-
rial, two distinct regions of single interaction domi-
nance can be differentiated: photoelectric below and
Compton above 20 keV. In addition, the percentage
of scattered events that undergo Compton interac-
tions in the object is over 99.5% at 511 keV for soft
tissues, which renders the number of interactions
by photoelectric absorption or coherent scattering
negligible.

In mathematical terms, the magnitude of photon
attenuation can be expressed by the exponential
equation:

I 5 Io exp

2
4� Z

S

m ðsÞ ds

3
5 ð1Þ

where Io and I are the incident and transmitted pho-
ton fluences, respectively, (in units of photons per
unit area), and ds is a differential of the thickness
of tissue encountered as the photon beam passes
through the body along path S. The linear attenua-
tion coefficient (m) represents the probability that
the photon will undergo an interaction while pass-
ing through a unit thickness of biological tissue. In
other terms, the linear attenuation coefficient is
a measure of the fraction of primary photons that in-
teract while traversing an absorber, and the linear at-
tenuation coefficient is expressed in units of inverse
centimeters (cm�1).

Fig. 1 illustrates typical reconstruction artifacts
(depression of activity concentration in the center)
resulting from the lack of AC for a uniform distribu-
tion of activity in a cylindric phantom. The figure
shows a PET image reconstructed without AC, the
CT-based attenuation map, the same slice obtained
after applying AC but without scatter correction,
and the same slice after applying attenuation and
scatter corrections. Corresponding horizontal pro-
files drawn through the center of the slices also
are shown (bottom row). Note the overestimation
of activity distribution at the center of the cylinder
before scatter correction and the recovery of a uni-
form activity distribution after attenuation and scat-
ter compensations.

Practical and clinical consequences
of photon attenuation

It is well established that PET images reconstructed
without AC can introduce severe artifacts, hence
obscuring subjective qualitative interpretation per-
formed by nuclear medicine physicians and causing
thoughtful inaccuracies when quantitative assess-
ment of PET images is performed [6]. It is therefore
imperative to be aware of the physical processes
that underlie nonlinear photon attenuation, its
clinical impact on reconstructed PET images, and
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the performance of various methods that can be used
to correct PET images for this physical degrading fac-
tor. AC in PET is widely accepted by the nuclear med-
icine community as a crucial part of data correction
procedures that need to be applied for the production
of artifact-free, quantitative PET data. It is should be
noted that while the value of advanced techniques
implemented on commercial clinical systems is no
longer the subject of debate in cardiovascular imag-
ing [7–10] and oncology imaging [11,12], there are
still some controversies regarding their relevance in
routine clinical brain studies where simple calculated
techniques are available [5,13].

In realistic clinical situations, the magnitude of the
error introduced by photon attenuation can vary re-
gionally in reconstructed PET images, because the
thickness of tissue varies for different regions of the
patient’s anatomy. Consequently, a lesion located
deep within the body will produce a signal that is
much highly attenuated compared with that for a su-
perficial lesion. Likewise, a region containing a uni-
form activity distribution that lies beneath tissue
having a variable thickness will produce an image
with variable count density. This might happen in
various situations such as myocardial perfusion/
metabolism imaging where soft tissue attenuation
caused by the diaphragm or breast tissue can pro-
duce false-positive defects [1]. Reconstruction of to-
mographic images without attenuation can cause
erroneously high-count densities and reduced image
contrast in low-attenuation regions such as the lung.

The literature reporting systematic comparative
studies of the effect of different AC strategies in
whole-body PET is impressive [1,4,5,14]. A limited
number of studies, however, addressed the clinical
impact of attenuation-corrected images versus no

correction [15–24]. Nuyts and colleagues [25]
modified the maximum-likelihood expectation
maximization (ML-EM) reconstruction algorithm
by allowing negative intensity values to compensate
the loss of image detail in conventional ML-EM
reconstructions, thus improving the visual quality
of uncorrected whole-body PET images.

It is well accepted that AC increases statistical
noise. In general, however, AC recovers the contrast
lost and improves the quantitative accuracy and
deep lesion detectability compared with the case
where no correction is applied. The extent to which
it can be shown mathematically that the lack of AC
has a disabling effect upon the goal for which the
image is to be used is a much more delicate issue
to discuss and to corroborate. Fig. 2 shows a clinical
whole-body PET study reconstructed without AC
and images of the same study corrected for attenu-
ation using measured TX scanning. The uncorrected
image shows typical reconstruction artifacts (de-
pression of activity concentration at the center)
resulting from the lack of AC. More importantly,
the mass (volume approximately 65cc; average
standardized uptake value (SUV) approximately
2.1) apparent on the TX scan is clearly visible on
the PET images reconstructed with AC but is not
seen in the images without AC [12]. This is a clear
argument supporting the need for AC in daily clin-
ical PET examinations and against the claim that
it has no impact on lesion detectability.

Methods for determination of the
attenuation map

Various methods have been developed to compen-
sate for photon attenuation in whole-body PET

Fig. 1. Illustration of reconstruction artifacts resulting from the lack of attenuation correction for a uniform distri-
bution of activity in a cylindric phantom (top row) and corresponding horizontal profiles drawn at the center of the
cylinder (bottom row). From left to right: reconstructed image without attenuation correction, the CT-based atten-
uation map, the same slice after applying attenuation correction but without scatter correction, and finally the
same slice after applying attenuation and scatter corrections. Note the loss of activity at the center of the cylinder
on the noncorrected image, the overestimation of activity distribution at the center of the cylinder before scatter
correction, and the recovery of a uniform activity distribution after attenuation and scatter corrections.
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imaging. In a clinical setting, the balance between
algorithmic complexity and the validity of results
obtained is an important criterion when selecting
an AC technique. Even though the methods that
make a large number of assumptions frequently
can be undemanding, it is not necessarily true
that complex algorithms always will perform better.
The extra complexity must be used judiciously and
justified for the particular application at hand. In
many cases, extra complexity can result just as easily
in unreliability as in improved results. In a clinical
setting, it has become standard practice to use sim-
plified techniques compared with the often com-
plex methods developed for research where there
is greater emphasis on quantitative accuracy.

Methods that do not require a TX scan, often
referred to as calculated methods, belong to the
history of nuclear medicine, as they are considered
to be obsolete with the introduction of dual-modal-
ity imaging systems. They still might be relevant (and
likely will remain the method of choice) in brain
PET imaging on research prototypes dedicated for
brain research that are not equipped with TX scan-
ning devices [26], or when radiation dose reduction
(by elimination of the additional radiation dose
contributed by the TX scan) is sought. These tech-
niques are reviewed in Zaidi and colleagues [5].

In clinical and research settings, one needs to
accommodate situations of nonuniform attenua-
tion for which the spatial distribution of attenua-
tion coefficients is not known a priori. Measured
transmission-based AC is the most commonly
used procedure in clinical and research settings,
because it is expected to yield the best attenuation
map as a result of matched energy and spatial reso-
lution. Motion-induced misalignment between TX
and EM scans, however, can result in erroneous

estimation of regional tissue activity concentrations
in cerebral [27,28], myocardial [29–34], and onco-
logic whole-body [35–42] imaging.

Fig. 3 shows a sketchy representation of different
TX scanning sources and geometries and the
expected quality of obtained attenuation maps. The
TX sources include rotating positron-emitting
(68Ga/68Ge) rods measuring TX in coincidence
mode, single-photon point sources (137Cs) produc-
ing coincidence events between the known source
position and photons detected on the opposing
side of the detector ring, and x-ray CT units combin-
ing a x-ray tube and detector on the opposite side typ-
ically used on modern combined PET/CT scanners.
Note that x-ray CT produces the best possible diag-
nostic quality anatomic images, thus allowing an al-
most noise-free attenuation map to be derived. The
high cost of dual-modality PET/CT units and the po-
tential introduction of artifacts when using CT-based
attenuation correction (CT-AC), which might disturb
the visual interpretation of PET images and bias
quantitative PET estimates, are major limitations of
this approach, however. The previously mentioned
techniques vary in complexity, accuracy, and compu-
tation time andwill be described more in detail below.

Radionuclide-based transmission scanning

Before the advent of PET/CT, the most accurate
means of determining a patient-specific attenuation
map were based on measured radionuclide-based
TX sources that could be acquired before (preinjec-
tion), during (simultaneous), or after (postinjec-
tion) the PET scan [3]. The first-generation PET
scanners used TX ring sources of 68Ga/68Ge (T1/2 5
68 minutes and 270.8 days, respectively), which
coexist in secular equilibrium, whereas the second-
generation scanners used on average one or more

Fig. 2. Coronal sections of whole-body images of a patient with hamartoma (arrow), which is clearly visible as
dense object in transmission image (A) and shows uptake of 18F-FDG in attenuation-corrected emission image
(B). In same image, plane of emission image reconstructed without attenuation correction (C); however, hamar-
toma is not detectable. (Reprinted from Bai C, Kinahan PE, Brasse D, et al. An analytic study of the effects of at-
tenuation on tumor detection in whole-body PET oncology imaging. J Nucl Med 2003;44:1855–61; with
permission.)
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rod sources of the same radionuclide (approxi-
mately 400 MBq) [1]. The sources rotated around
the edge of the field of view (FoV), recording coinci-
dences between detectors on the near and far sides of
the subject. A separate scan using the same sources is
performed without the patient in the FoV. The coin-
cidences recorded during the blank (without the ob-
ject in the FoV) scan are divided by those acquired
during the TX scan (with the object in the FoV) to
give the ACFs for each LoR:

ACF 5
blank

transmission
5

I0

I0exp

 
�
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!

5 exp

0
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Lðs;qÞ

mðxÞdx

1
CA ð3Þ

where I0 is the blank count rate recorded at the cur-
rent LoR; m(x) is the linear attenuation coefficient at
position x in the body, and L(s,q) is the integration
path along the LoR.

It might seem at first glance that the AC process is
straightforward and can be performed simply by
multiplying the EM projection data by the mea-
sured ACFs on a LoR-by-LoR basis. The noisy nature
of TX data, however, will lead to a substantial
decrease of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the cor-
rected PET data [43]. This takes place owing to the
fact that the denominator in Equation 3 might be
very small, either in the presence of high-density
tissue, or large attenuation path length through
which annihilation photons pass and because TX
data obey Poisson statistics (as do all radiation EM
and detection processes). One efficient way to get

around this hurdle consists in low-pass filtering of
TX and blank scans before computing the ACFs [5].

The rod windowing technique was developed
mainly to allow postinjection TX scanning [44].
The principle is based on continuous encoding of
the source location and discrimination between
projection elements indicating collinear (or nearly
collinear) detector pairs and those that are not.
Coincidences recorded in a narrow window cen-
tered on each rod source (primarily TX events) are
stored independently from those recorded outside
the window (mostly EM events). Appropriate tech-
niques were proposed to correct for EM contamina-
tion of TX measurements recorded within the
window in postinjection TX scanning [45–47].

The previously described rod windowing tech-
nique was extended later on to allow simultaneous
EM and TX scanning [48,49], which has the advan-
tage to reduce substantially the acquisition time.
Despite its promising features, very few centers adop-
ted the approach for use in routine clinical whole-
body PETstudies [50,51]. A more elaborate approach
also was proposed to reduce contamination of the
EM data by the TX photons in simultaneous scan-
ning through the use of a fast, dedicated, lutetium
oxyorthosilicate (LSO)-based reference detector
placed close to the collimated coincidence point
source used to produce the TX data [52].

The most important drawback of positron-emit-
ting TX sources is the high photon flux in the detec-
tors closest to the source, which usually leads to
longer scan times because of dead time. To improve
counting statistics without increasing acquisition
time, some investigators proposed to use single-
photon emitting sources such as 137Cs (662 keV,
T1/2 5 30.04 years), where LoRs are formed between

Fig. 3. Sketchy illustration of different configurations of transmission scanning geometries for positron emission
tomography (PET) is shown. (A) rotating positron-emitting rods measuring transmission in coincidence mode. (B)
Single-photon source producing coincidence events between the known source position and photons detected
on the opposing side of the detector ring. (C) X-ray CT scanning using a x-ray tube and detector on the opposite
side typically mounted on modern combined PET/CT scanners.
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the known location of the point source as it rotates
around the patient and the detector on the opposite
side that absorbs the transmitted photons [53,54].
This is a more efficient approach compared with
coincidence detection using positron-emitting ra-
dionuclide sources, which necessitates detection of
both annihilation photons by the PET detectors.
The direct consequence is a much improved SNR
in ACFs generated using single-photon sources
compared with those generated using positron-
emitting sources [3]. An additional advantage is
that single-photon sources can use isotopes that
emit photons at an energy different from the 511
keV of annihilation photons (eg, 137Cs), thus allow-
ing efficient implementation of postinjection TX
scanning with reduced contamination of TX images
by PET data. The technique has a major drawback,
however, given that the TX data need to be normal-
ized on a daily basis (90 minutes on the ECAT ART
scanner (CTI/Siemens Medical Solutions, Knoxville,
Tennessee) [55]) to a slab phantom scan to correct
acquired data for scatter and cross section variation
using a log–linear transformation of the attenuation
factors [56]. Various strategies also have been sug-
gested to reduce contamination of EM data by TX
photons for simultaneous scanning and to reduce
spillover of EM data into the TX energy window
[47–51]. For example, it has been demonstrated,
using data from the High Resolution Research
Tomograph (HRRT - Siemens Medical Solutions,
Knoxville, Tennessee) brain dedicated PET scanner,
that EM contamination can lead to gross underesti-
mation of attenuation coefficients [57]. It also was
reported that the most accurate way to compensate
for this is to combine nonuniform EM contamina-
tion subtraction with TX image segmentation.

Segmented AC was proposed to reduce noise
propagation from the short TX to the EM scans
during the multiplicative AC process. This can be
achieved through tissue classification schemes,
which consist of delineating anatomic regions
having different attenuation properties followed
by assignment of known tissue-dependent attenua-
tion coefficients using weighted averaging. The
segmented attenuation maps then are forward pro-
jected to generate ACFs with reduced noise that can
be used for AC of the PET data.

Clinically relevant segmentation algorithms were
designed by balancing image quality and required
algorithmic complexity and resulting computa-
tional time [58]. Most TX image segmentation algo-
rithms fall into one of the following two classes:
classical histogram-based adaptive thresholding
techniques [59–61] and fuzzy clustering-based
approached [55,62]. Adaptive thresholding-based
techniques use the gray-level histogram counts to
distinguish between regions. Because only intensity

information is used for the segmentation, this often
results in noisy segmentations, and the technique
most likely fails in regions where the total number
of counts is small (eg, the skull), given that the
classification is based solely on the characteristics
of the histogram. Therefore, the performance of such
techniques strongly depends on the choice of the
thresholds. On the contrary, fuzzy clustering-based
segmentation techniques have proved to be more
robust as automated, unsupervised algorithms for
segmenting noisy images for different applications
[58]. These are iterative approaches that minimize
an objective function requiring the number of
clusters as input parameter to assign a membership
degree to all voxels with respect to a cluster center.

Other attractive approaches to segment noisy TX
data include the use of active contour models [63],
neural networks [64], three-dimensional edge detec-
tion techniques [65], morphologic segmentation
[66], and hidden Markov modeling [67]. Alterna-
tives to segmentation of TX images with the goal of
reducing noise in PET TX measurements include
Bayesian image reconstruction [68–70] and nonlin-
ear Gaussian [71] and non-Gaussian [72] smooth-
ing or anisotropic diffusion filtering [73].

X-ray CT-based transmission scanning

Conventional AC procedures developed for stand-
alone PET units traditionally have been performed
using external radionuclide TX sources. The proce-
dure is conceptually analogous to the principle of
x-ray CT imaging, where the radiation emanating
from a rotating x-ray tube is transmitted through
the patient’s body and recorded by an array of detec-
tor elements on the opposite side. A tomographic re-
construction algorithm then is used to calculate the
spatial distribution of attenuation coefficients. On
commercial CT scanners, the reconstructed intensi-
ties usually are represented in terms of normalized
(to water) CT numbers or Hounsfield units (HU),
named after Godfrey Hounsfield, an established pi-
oneer and recipient of Nobel prize in medicine
(1979) for significant contributions to the develop-
ment of CT [74]. Yet, the pixel values are related di-
rectly to the linear attenuation coefficient (m) at the
same point in the patient, calculated for the effective
energy of the polyenergetic photon beam used to
create the CT image:

CT number 5
m� mH2O

mH2O

� 1000 ð4Þ

Note that with this definition, air and water have
a CT number of -1000 HU and 0 HU, respectively.

As a result, the use of low-noise x-ray CT images to
create patient-specific attenuation map for correct-
ing the PET data for photon attenuation is relatively
straightforward. The technique first was explored in
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the context of SPECT imaging using realigned CT
data [75] and pioneered by the University of Califor-
nia San Francisco (UCSF) group for combined
SPECT/CT imaging [76]. The same approach was in-
vestigated later by the University of Pittsburgh Med-
ical Center group (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), which
developed the basis of CT-based AC using sequential
scanning of the patient separately on standalone PET
and CT scanners followed by off-line image registra-
tion [77]. Interest in CT-AC was revived with the
commercial introduction and popularity of com-
bined PET/CT and SPECT/CT units [78]. Neverthe-
less, numerous pitfalls arise from the use of CT to
generate attenuation maps for correction of the
PET data that must be considered to avoid typical
artifacts that are unique to PET/CT imaging. These
are discussed further in the Pitfalls of CT-AC section.

As mentioned previously, x-ray CT inherently
provides a patient-specific measurement of the elec-
tron density and thus the linear attenuation coeffi-
cient at each pixel in the CT image. Usually the
high-resolution anatomic images are first down-
sampled, followed by Gaussian filtering to match
the resolution of the PET data. The energy depen-
dence of the attenuation coefficient is taken into
account by calculating scaling factors to convert
the linear attenuation coefficient at the x-ray effec-
tive energy to the 511 keV energy of annihilation
photons. The most widely used calibration method
is based on techniques developed for bone mineral
density studies with quantitative CT. The calibra-
tion procedure begins by acquiring CT scans from
a phantom containing tissue-equivalent calibration
materials having known chemical compositions
(Fig. 4). CT scans of the calibration phantom are ac-
quired. Regions of interest then are defined for each

compartment containing a calibration material, al-
lowing the user to determine the mean CT number
produced for each specific material. A calibration
curve then is generated in which the measured CT
number is plotted against the known attenuation
coefficient at the photon energy of the radionuclide
used in the EM study. The resulting calibration
curve is piece-wise linear and covers the range of
linear attenuation coefficients commonly encoun-
tered in the body. CT values below that of soft tissue
(ie, water) have a slope corresponding to mixtures
of soft tissue and air (eg, including those encoun-
tered in lung), while those having attenuation coef-
ficients above water have a slope corresponding to
mixtures of soft tissue and bone. The resulting cali-
bration curve can be used to convert CT values ob-
tained from patient scans to their equivalent linear
attenuation coefficients for the desired radionuclide
photon energy. Fig. 4 shows typical piece-wise cali-
bration curve required for practical implementation
of CT-AC. It should be noted that attenuation
caused by Compton scatter is related to object density,
whereas photoelectric absorption is related to both
density and atomic number. This results in a clear
distinction between soft tissue and cortical bone;
the latter has more calcium and phosphorus (having
higher atomic numbers). Bone has a higher photo-
electric absorption cross section because of presence
of calcium. Note also that at the PET energy
(511 keV) almost all interactions are Compton scatter.

MRI-guided derivation of the
attenuation map

The use of MRI guided attenuation correction in
nuclear medicine imaging dates back to the 1990s,
when the approach was investigated independently

Fig. 4. Representative bilinear calibration curve determined experimentally at 120 kVp for conversion of CT
numbers (HU) into linear attenuation coefficients at 511 keV. A typical polyethylene cylindric phantom contain-
ing eight cylindric holes allowing one to calibrate the CT scanner using various samples with known density and
composition is shown in the upper left corner.
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in the context of thoracic SPECT [79] and brain PET
imaging [80]. These techniques relied on software-
based image registration algorithms to realign func-
tional and anatomic images. The recent interest and
successful implementation of simultaneous PET/
MRI units that can operate simultaneously (rather
than sequentially as compared with PET/CT) fur-
ther stimulated the development of these tech-
niques [81].

The major difficulty facing MRI guided AC lies in
the fact that the magnetic resonance signal or tissue
intensity level is related directly to proton density
and not to electronic density, which renders conver-
sion of magnetic resonance images to attenuation
maps less obvious compared with CT. The limited
space available on PET/MRI units makes placement
of external radionuclide sources difficult or even
impossible. The basic problem of attenuation map
determination from MRI is to locate and map the
major attenuating structures in the body. Theoreti-
cally, this can be achieved in two steps: segmenta-
tion into regions of tissues/organs having different
attenuating properties and assignment of corre-
sponding linear attenuation coefficients at 511 keV
to the segmented tissues/organs.

Attempts were pursued to construct a nonuniform
attenuation map from MRI for brain SPECT imaging
[82]. In this approach, the MRI is segmented into
bone and soft tissue classes to yield a nonuniform
attenuation map by modifying the uniform attenua-
tion map to model bone of the skull by the water
thickness that would result in the same attenuation
(eg, m equals 0.153 cm�1 at 140 keV). A nonuniform
water envelope then is added to the surface of the
brain to account for nonuniform bone compart-
ment. The method, however, ignores the hollow
space of sinus and air cavities that are inevitably

present within the head. A more sophisticated ap-
proach for brain PET imaging based on coregistered
T1 weighted three-dimensional magnetic resonance
images has been proposed recently [83]. The mag-
netic resonance images are first realigned (after brain
extraction) to preliminary reconstructions of PET
data obtained using calculated AC and then seg-
mented using a fuzzy clustering technique by identi-
fying tissues of significantly different density and
composition. The voxels belonging to different re-
gions are classified into bone, brain tissue, and
sinus cavities. These voxels then are assigned theo-
retic tissue-dependent attenuation coefficients as
reported in the International Commission on Ra-
diological Units and Measurements 44 report [84]
and the resulting image smoothed using a Gaussian
kernel. The technique was refined further by auto-
mating the segmentation of the skull procedure of
T1 weighted MRI using a sequence of mathematical
morphologic operations [5]. Before the segmenta-
tion of skull, the algorithm segments the scalp and
the brain from the magnetic resonance image. The
scalp mask allows one to quickly eliminate back-
ground voxels with intensities similar to those of
the skull, while the brain mask ensures that the brain
does not intersect the skull segmentation [85]. The
inner and the outer skull boundaries can be com-
puted using thresholding and morphologic closing
and opening operations. The results then are
masked with the scalp and brain volumes to guaran-
tee closed and nonintersecting skull boundaries.
Fig. 5 illustrates the performance of MRI-guided der-
ivation of the attenuation map as compared with the
CT-based approach for clinical brain PET imaging
[5]. The figure shows the transaxial CT cross section,
the corresponding coregistered MRI cross section,
and the segmented MRI required to generate

Fig. 5. Illustration of the performance of MRI-guided derivation of the attenuation map as compared with
CT-based approach for clinical brain positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. From left to right: transaxial
CT cross section and its corresponding coregistered MRI cross section and the segmented MRI required to
generate a three-tissue compartment head model corresponding to brain, skull, and scalp. White voxels are
labeled as skull; dark gray voxels are labeled as scalp, and intracranial black voxels are labeled as brain tissue.
(Reprinted from Zaidi H, Montandon M-L, Meikle S. Strategies for attenuation compensation in neurological
PET studies. Neuroimage 2007;34:518–41; with permission.)
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a three-tissue compartment head model correspond-
ing to brain, skull, and scalp using the algorithm
mentioned previously [85]. Compensation for atten-
uation in the bed and head holder can be accom-
plished as discussed in Zaidi and colleagues [5] for
calculated AC methods. The techniques described
previously were developed originally for use on ded-
icated high-resolution brain PET cameras not equip-
ped with TX scanning devices and where MRI is
readily available for brain research studies [26]. The
method is also useful for the simultaneous PET/
MRI scanning system dedicated for brain research
being developed by one scanner manufacturer [86].

Some of the problematic tissues in whole-body
imaging are bone and brain skull, the lungs, and
other unpredictable benign or malignant anatomic
abnormalities with varying densities. Bone is intrin-
sically not detectable by MRI, as it provides a black or
void signal, making it difficult to distinguish air from
bone. In the head, however, the skull bone is covered
by subcutaneous fat and encloses the brain. Incorpo-
ration of a priori anatomic knowledge allows for
sufficient information to be collected to precisely
segment magnetic resonance scans and thus to pro-
vide an accurate attenuation map. More sophisti-
cated bone segmentation techniques using active
shape models might help to circumvent the limita-
tions discussed previously [87]. Ignoring bone was
reported to be acceptable in the abdomen and hips
[88] but certainly not in the thorax [89].

Another appealing approach for segmentation of
the skull and bony structures is to use multispectral
magnetic resonance data acquisition with varying
contrast characteristics to provide additional infor-
mation for distinguishing between different tissues.
For example, T1 weighted images show better soft
tissue contrast, whereas T2 weighted images show
bony structures more clearly. The development of
more refined magnetic resonance sequences to label
the bone structure more precisely will play a signifi-
cant role in novel methodological developments
aiming at deriving attenuation maps from magnetic
resonance images [90,91]. Careful optimization of
the magnetic resonance sequences is a prerequisite
for successful implementation of the technique
and needs to be investigated further. Long acquisi-
tion times, however, make acquisition of more
than one magnetic resonance sequence (as needed
for some segmentation algorithms) almost impossi-
ble in practice. Another possibility would be to
exploit the potential of rapid dual-tracer PET
[92,93], where combination of fluoride (18F)-PET
for bone scanning with the tracer of interest (eg,
11C-methionine) should allow scanning both
tracers in a single acquisition. The preliminary
results obtained using dynamic dual-tracer imaging
with staggered injections appear to allow recovering

overlapping signals through the use of information
from kinetics and radioactive decay. Provided the
additional absorbed dose is reasonable, the bone
scan should allow—through segmentation—the
mapping of bony structures in the body.

Segmentation of lung regions in thoracic MRI is
another challenging issue that has received little
attention owing to its limited clinical value until
this modality became feasible as a result of new
developments in enhanced pulse sequences, reduced
scanning time, and introduction of new contrast
media (eg, hyperpolarized gas) [94–97]. This has
been performed, for example, through merging of
multiple active contours [94], region-based segmen-
tation [98], and edge-based and model-based tech-
niques [99], successfully partitioning the image
volumes into major anatomic structures, including
lungs, heart, cardiac ventricles, and thorax outlines.
Despite successful segmentation,however, anotewor-
thy difficulty is that some tissue regions have contin-
uously varying densities that may not be represented
correctly by a discrete set of a priori established tissue
models. With respect to MRI-guided AC, the lung is
one of the most challenging organs, given that it
has been shown that the density of lung tissue: Is con-
siderably different from subject to subject, depends
on breathing patterns, and varies with age and in the
event of respiratorydiseases by as much as 30% [100].

Another approach is to use representative ana-
tomic atlas registration, where the MRI atlas is reg-
istered to the patient’s MRI, and prior knowledge of
the atlas’ attenuation properties (for example
through coregistration to CT or TX atlas) is used
to yield a patient-specific attenuation map [101].
The critical and crucial part of the algorithm is the
registration procedure, which might fail in some
cases with large deformations. The second funda-
mental question that remains to be addressed is:
does the global anatomy depicted by an atlas really
predict individual attenuation map? The use of sup-
port vector machines to predict the attenuation co-
efficients directly from the local image information
by training a machine learning algorithm using
small image patches has been reported recently
[102]. Combination of this approach with the atlas
registration described previously might be an ap-
pealing technique. Despite the remarkable results
presented so far, which seem promising, more re-
search remains needed to fully automate the proce-
dure and to render it applicable to whole-body
imaging [81]. Moreover, the clinical applicability
of this approach remains to be demonstrated.

Comparison of methods

Within the context of whole-body imaging, the
problems associated with the use of CT-AC on one
hand and the complexity inherent to advanced
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computational methods for transmissionless AC
[70,103,104] spurred the further development of
TX-based AC methodologies, which remain an
active research area. Some scanner manufacturers de-
cided to preserve radionuclide TX scanning devices
on new-generation hybrid PET/CT units such as
those implemented on the SceptreP3 (Hitachi Med-
ical Systems America, Inc., Twinsburg, Ohio), Gem-
ini (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands),
and also the first units of the Discovery LS PET/CT se-
ries (GE Health care Technologies, Waukesha, Wis-
consin). This allows the combination of both CT
and radionuclide scanning-based AC to effectively
image patients with metal implants and prosthetics.
A limited number of studies reported in the literature
detailed comparative assessment studies between
CT-AC and radionuclide scanning-based AC, includ-
ing 68Ga versus CT-AC [31,105–114] and 137Cs versus
CT-AC [115,116]. Clinical and scientific data are re-
quired to impartially establish whether the advan-
tages and clinical benefits of TX scanning-based AC
are sufficient to offset its additional running costs,
or whether CT-AC should be the only option on hy-
brid PET/CT units [14].

It is undisputable that CT-AC has several virtues
and should be targeted for further research. It
should be recognized, however, that its clinical ben-
efits have not been demonstrated unequivocally,
and these benefits should be documented carefully
by investigators for wider acceptance. The key point
is that many PET procedures do not require a diag-
nostic quality CT, and radionuclide-based TX scan-
ning would be a better option than low-dose CT
protocols. It is still too early to claim that TX scan-
ning devices are obsolete for PET/CT, and that CT-
AC should be the gold standard on these systems.
The authors’ opinion is that TX scanning still has
a genuine role and remains an appealing alternative
until all the problems associated with CT-AC are
resolved through research [14].

Attenuation correction strategies
in positron emission tomography

The fundamental equation that links the imaged
object f(x,y) and corresponding attenuation map
m(x,y) to its measured projections p(s,q) is called
the attenuated Radon transform and is given in
the case of PET by:

p ðs; qÞ 5

Z
Lðs;qÞ

f ðx; yÞ dr

� exp

2
64� Z

Lðs;qÞ

m ðx; yÞ dl

3
75 dr ð5Þ

where L(s,q) is the integration path along the LoR,
and q is the angle between the rotating detector
plane and the stationary reconstruction plane.

The ideal solution would have been to use an exact
formula for the inverse problem to solve the Radon
transform and reconstruct the spatial distribution
of the tracer f(x,y). Owing to the complexity of the
equation in the case of nonuniform attenuation,
however, an exact solution is not possible in general.
The seminal contribution by Novikov [117,118],
who recently gave an explicit inversion formula for
the attenuated Radon transform for a particular im-
portant family of weights, was a major breakthrough
in the field. Moreover, Novikov’s formula was proven
for a somewhat larger class of weight functions using
a completely different and more straightforward
method [119,120]. In spite of recent progress in the
field, various approximate methods have been
proposed and still are used to solve the problem of
reconstructing an object from its measured projec-
tions in the presence of photon attenuation.

Measured TX scanning for AC purposes was used
during the early developments of PET, which started
mainly as a research tool with greater emphasis on
accurate quantitative analysis. Two additional fac-
tors contributed to this logical advancement. First,
AC in PET is relatively straightforward, Since in
principle it requires a simple premultiplication of
the measured EM data by the corresponding ACFs,
and second, the ACFs in PET are large, and without
AC, quantification cannot be realized.

As mentioned earlier, photon attenuation in PET
is independent of the EM point along measured
LoRs. In contrast, modeling the attenuation process
in SPECT involves taking into account the fact that
attenuation factors are dependent on the EM point,
because the emitted photon crosses only part of the
patient’s anatomy before reaching the detector. The
direct consequence is that nonuniform AC for
SPECT generally requires iterative reconstruction [1].

Because AC in PET is relatively straightforward,
and its accuracy is limited only by the noise (limited
statistics) present in the acquired TX scans, only two
techniques have materialized, and both require the
computation of the ACFs through forward projec-
tion of the attenuation map at appropriate angles.
To reduce processing time and data storage require-
ments for the three-dimensional PET data collection
mode, it is often convenient to work with precor-
rected data. This is the basis of the first approach,
where data correction is performed in projection
space through multiplication of the ACFs by the
measured EM data using the following expression:

pACðs; qÞ 5 ACF � pðs; qÞ 5

Z
Lðs;qÞ

f ðx; yÞ dr ð6Þ
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The attenuation-corrected projections pACðs; qÞ
then are used to reconstruct the images using either
analytic or iterative reconstruction techniques. An
attractive option is to produce a smaller set of
sinograms by precorrecting the data and applying
Fourier rebinning (FORE). The data, however, are
no longer Poisson-distributed. It has been shown
that iterative algorithms (eg, ordered subsets –
expectation maximisation or OSEM) yield subopti-
mal images from such data [121]. Alternatively,
when OSEM is used, the ACFs can be applied to pro-
vide proper statistical weighting to the data as is
done in attenuation-weighted OSEM (AW-OSEM)
[121]. This latter technique has better noise proper-
ties and now is incorporated in commercial soft-
ware used routinely in many clinical PET facilities.
For instance, it has been shown that the FORE1
AW-OSEM algorithm results in the best overall
detection and localization performance for 1 cm
diameter lesions compared with FORE1OSEM
and FORE1FBP algorithms in PET imaging [122].

Attenuation correction in small animal
positron emission tomography

The demand for functional, metabolic, and molec-
ular imaging of small animals, including mice, rats,
small primates, and other mammalian species, has
stimulated the development of dedicated small-
bore high-resolution PET systems that contribute
unique information that is becoming relevant for
biomedical research [123]. Similar to scatter model-
ing and correction [2], little has been published on
AC in small animal PET scanners owing to the low
magnitude of attenuation factors (compared with
clinical imaging) when imaging rodents. The mag-
nitude of the correction factors ranges from approx-
imately 45 for a 40 cm diameter human subject and
decreases down to 1.6 for a 5 cm diameter rat) to
nearly 1.3 for a 3 cm diameter mouse [124]. This
elucidates why the problem of photon attenuation
is small animal imaging has been overlooked even
in the third generation of preclinical PET scanners
[125]. PET scanner calibration factors usually are
determined with and without AC, given that AC still
is not well established in small animal imaging.

Fahey and colleagues [126] have shown that the
use of TX-based AC improved the quantitative accu-
racy but also reduced the precision as indicated in
the variability of the attenuation corrected data.
As stated previously, this can be compensated by
noise reduction schemes such as segmentation of
the TX data. Another study compared several mea-
sured TX-based techniques for deriving the attenua-
tion map on the micro-PET Focus 220 animal
scanner (Siemens Preclinical Solutions, Knoxville,
Tennessee) [127]. This includes coincidence mode

with and without rod windowing, singles mode
with two different TX sources (68Ge and 57Co),
and postinjection TX scanning. Moreover, the effi-
ciency of TX image segmentation and the propaga-
tion of TX bias and noise into the emission images
were examined. It was concluded that 57Co-based
AC provides the most accurate attenuation map
having the highest SNR. Single-photon TX scanning
using 68Ge sources suffered from degradations
resulting from object Compton scatter. Monte
Carlo simulation studies also demonstrated that
background contamination in the 68Ge singles-
mode data caused by intrinsic 176Lu radioactivity
present in the detector crystals can be compensated
for by using a simple technique [128]. Compensat-
ing for scatter improved the accuracy for a cylindric
phantom approximately 10 cm diameter) but over-
corrected for attenuation for a mouse phantom.
Low-energy 57Co-based AC also resulted in low
bias and noise in postinjection TX scanning for
activities in the FoV up to 20 MBq. Attenuation
map segmentation was most successful using 57Co
single-photon sources; however, the modest im-
provement in quantitative accuracy and SNR may
not rationalize its use, particularly for small ani-
mals. More sophisticated techniques using multiple
sources for TX scanning where each point source is
surrounded by a plastic scintillator coupled to
a miniature photomultiplier tube to allow collec-
tion of the energy the positron must lose before
annihilation also were developed. [129,130] also
were developed. The LoR joining the current source
position and detector position are identified
through the pulse provided by the energy lost in
the plastic scintillator, whereas scanner’s conven-
tional detectors provide the second pulse.

The potential use of small-animal CT for AC is es-
tablished and considered to be one of the potential
applications of low-dose micro-CT imaging that
can drive the further development of dual-modality
small animal PET/CT [131]. Similar to SPECT/CT
[132,133], the accuracy of CT-AC in preclinical
imaging was demonstrated using phantom and
animal studies, where the low-dose CT was suitable
for both PET data correction and PET tracer locali-
zation [124]. Noise analysis in phantom studies
with the TX-based method showed that noise in
the TX data increases the noise in the corrected
PET emission data, whereas the CT-based method
was accurate and resulted in less noisy images. For
small animal imaging, hardware image registration
approaches that rely on the use of custom made
imaging chambers that can be mounted rigidly
and reproducibly on separate PET and CT preclini-
cal scanners [134] is a reasonable alternative to
combined PET/CT designs [135–137]. Calculated
AC was reported to provide similar correction
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compared with CT-AC for a cylindric phantom and
a mouse for which the attenuation medium volume
matches the PET emission source distribution
[138]. It undercorrects for attenuation, however,
when the EM image outline underestimates the
attenuation medium volume (unmatched source
distribution and attenuation medium).

Pitfalls of CT-based attenuation correction
in positron emission tomography
and potential solutions

The progress in CT-AC methodology has been
immense in the last few years, the main opportuni-
ties arising from the development of both optimized
scanning protocols and innovative and faster image
processing algorithms. This has permitted the imple-
mentation of much more ambitious algorithms that
tackle the challenges of whole-body imaging using
PET. Some solutions recently were proposed and
used successfully in clinical and research settings.
These include optimized contrast-enhanced CT pro-
tocols [139,140], respiratory motion compensation
[39,141–143], metal artifacts reduction [144–165],
truncation artifacts correction [166–170], beam
hardening correction [171,172], and x-ray scatter
compensation in CT [173–176]. These hot topics
are discussed in the following section, and in the
authors’ opinion undoubtedly still require further
research and development efforts.

Artifacts resulting from polychromaticity
of x-ray photons and beam hardening

The x-ray beam used in CT is polyenergetic, rather
than monoenergetic, as is the case for photons emit-
ted by radionuclide TX sources. The linear attenua-
tion coefficient measured with CT is calculated at
the effective energy of the x-ray beam rather than
at the energy of the annihilation photons emitted by
the positron-emitting radiopharmaceutical during
the emission study. A precise conversion of CT num-
bers derived from low-energy polychromatic x-ray
spectra to linear attenuation coefficients at 511 keV
is thus essential. Several strategies have been devised
for calibrating the CT image for AC of the PET data,
including scaling [177], segmentation [4], hybrid
segmentation/scaling [77], piece-wise linear scaling
[109,178], and dual-energy decomposition methods
[179,180]. The dual-energy x-ray method requires
acquisition of two CT scans from the same regions
at different x-ray energies, which are combined to
generate accurate attenuation coefficients at any
desired photon energy. The technique seems promis-
ing, particularly with the development of dual-
source x-ray CT scanners [181] and the introduction
of dose-reduction CT scanning protocols [182,183].
It should be noted that most commercial PET/CT

scanners use the bilinear calibration curve method,
which generally is calculated at a preset tube voltage
(eg, 120 to 140 kVp) and tube current. The effect of
tube current [105,184] and tube voltage [185] on
the accuracy of CT-AC has been found to be relatively
small. The last reference demonstrated that the use of
a single calibration curve acquired under standard
imaging conditions does not affect to a visible or
measurable extent neurologic PET images recon-
structed using CT-AC when CT images are acquired
in different tube voltages [185]. The situation is dif-
ferent for whole-body scanning, where calibration
factors must be calculated separately for each kVp-
setting at which the CT scanner is operated [186].

On the other hand, the polychromatic nature of
CT and the energy-dependent attenuation of most
materials make CT subject to beam hardening arti-
facts caused by the preferential absorption of lower-
energy photons as they pass through the patient’s
body [187,188]. Therefore, the mean energy of
the x-ray beam is higher in thick patient regions
than in thin patient regions. Correspondingly, the
linear attenuation coefficient calculated for thick
body regions is lower than in thin regions. The con-
sequence is that Beer’s law is no longer valid, and
therefore errors will propagate in the measured
line integrals of the attenuation map. This can cause
cupping artifacts induced by nonlinearities in the
projection data that generally are corrected in
the calibration software implemented as part of
the standard CT reconstruction software of com-
mercial scanners. More sophisticated beam harden-
ing correction strategies with varying degrees of
success have been proposed in the literature
[159,171,172,188–190]. The field remains open
for further developments.

Artifacts resulting from misregistration
between emission and transmission data

The advantages and drawbacks of hardware integra-
tion versus software registration in dual-modality
imaging still are being debated even one decade
following the introduction of combined PET/CT in
clinical routine [191–195]. Notwithstanding the
success and widespread clinical adoption of PET/
CT, there are several challenges that still are facing
the use of dual-modality imaging, and that represent
inherent limitations in this technique. One of the
most significant challenges of PET/CT is the diffi-
culty to achieve accurate registration of both imag-
ing modalities in the presence of motion [196]. It
has been advocated that software-based registration
might play a complementary role when using hybrid
PET/CT to offset inherent patient motion [197].

Despite much worthwhile research performed
during the last few years, artifacts induced by respi-
ratory and cardiac motion remain among the most
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difficult problems to solve [196,198]. This probable
trouble arises when the patient moves either volun-
tarily or involuntarily between or during the CT and
PET data acquisitions. This might take place, for in-
stance, if the patient changes his position while ly-
ing on the patient bed. Patient motion also might
occur due to respiration, cardiac motion, peristalsis,
and bladder filling, all of which can lead to motion
blurring or misregistration errors between PET and
CT data [199,200].

Diagnostic-quality CT data usually are acquired
using a breath-hold protocol, whereas PET data
are acquired over several minutes with the patient
breathing softly. Differences between PET and CT
breathing protocols might lead to misalignment
artifacts owing to anatomic dislocations of the
diaphragm and chest wall during a PET/CT scan.
A slight displacement of the diaphragm’s position
on the CT scan can cause a substantial bias in the
estimation of the tracer concentration in the recon-
structed PET data when the former is used for AC
[39,201]. The outcome of an inconsistency in
diaphragmatic location between PET and CT is
frequently the appearance of the so-called cold
artifact at the lung base, which is illustrated in
Fig. 6 for data acquired on the Biograph Sensation
16 PET/CT scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions,
Erlangen, Germany). Many studies reported signifi-
cant misalignment between the CT and the PET
data. For example, in a study of 300 clinical PET/
CT studies with proven liver lesions; approximately
2% appeared to have the lesion localized in the
lung [202], whereas the misalignment between
PET and CT data was greater than 2 cm in 34 of
100 patient studies because of respiratory motion
[39].

The impact of respiratory motion has been inves-
tigated extensively in the context of oncologic PET
imaging [35,37–42,141,202–209]. It has been
reported that motion-induced artifacts also might
affect the appearance of upper abdomen lesions,
thus resulting in false-negative interpretation of
liver dome lesions [115,210]. Caution therefore is
recommended when reading PET/CT scans of
patients suffering from disease in the periphery of
the lung, where noticeable tracer uptake can be
the result of respiratory motion rather than disease.
Modern PET/CT scanners are equipped with helical
CT technology, allowing one to acquire high-resolu-
tion anatomic images within a few seconds follow-
ing patient positioning and definition of the axial
FoV on the topogram. It is therefore obvious that
PET is the limiting factor when it comes to scanning
speed on combined PET/CT. Whenever faster scan-
ning times are sought, PET is the imaging modality
requiring improvement through the development
of novel detector technologies, faster scintillation

crystals and electronic boards, new geometries
offering higher sensitivity, and many other means
that are being explored. One possibility would be
to substitute conventional PET detector blocks
with LSO panel detectors [211] covering a larger
axial FoV with the aim of achieving faster scan times
than are achievable with current systems. In any
case, faster scan times improve patient comfort
and reduce the time during which patient motion
can occur. Likewise, faster scan times can increase
patient throughput and thereby boost system use
and improve cost-effectiveness.

As an alternative, many potential solutions have
been suggested to accommodate differences between
breathing patterns, including retrospective AC using
free-breathing CT [212], the use of optimal CTacqui-
sition protocols [213,214], respiratory averaged CT
[34,39,41,42], phased CT acquisitions [141], cine
CT acquisition [215], respiratory correlated acquisi-
tions [38,216,217], deep-inspiration breath-hold
acquisition [209,218], and the use of respiratory-
gated PET/CT acquisitions [196,198,204–208,
219–221]. Fig. 7 shows the principle of respiratory-
averaged CT (ACT), which consists of averaging 10
phases of the four-dimensional CT data sets or aver-
aging the images from a breathing cycle to match the
temporal resolutions of the CTand the PET data. The
technique offers significant advantages compared
with helical CT (HCT) and enhances significantly
the observed tracer uptake in pulmonary lesions.
Fig. 8 illustrates an example of registration error
caused by an undercorrection of attenuation by
HCT [41]. The HCT and ACT images are shown in
(A) and (B), respectively. The region of mismatch
was derived from the difference image (E) between
the PET data corrected with ACT (D) and the PET
data corrected with HCT (C). The region of differ-
ence in quantification corresponds to the difference
in the lateral walls between the HCT and the ACT
data. This example emphasizes the importance of
registration between the PET and the CT data to
ensure an accurate quantification of the myocardium
data in PET/CT imaging [41]. Cardiac motion also
can be a source of misregistration between the CT
and PET images and has been described extensively
in the literature [29–34,112,214,215,222,223]. Simi-
lar findings have been reported using combined
SPECT/CT units [224–227].

Artifacts arising from the use
of contrast-enhanced CT

Owing to its low sensitivity, perfusion is the only in
vivo functional information provided by CT in
contrast-enhanced studies. On the basis of pub-
lished literature, the authors understand that the
use of contrast-enhanced CT in connection with
PET/CT imaging remains subject to controversy
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[228–237]. Diagnostic-quality CT, however, gener-
ally dictates the administration of either intrave-
nous or oral contrast, or both as in the case of
lymphoma studies, and the use of high current, to
provide high-quality diagnostic CT studies. Recent
studies seem to suggest that contrast-enhanced CT
might not be needed in many indications including
Hodgkin’s disease and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma
[238,239], whereas it is advised strongly in staging
and therapy planning in nonsmall cell lung cancer
[236].

The concern of whether the use of contrast me-
dium in dual-modality PET/CT imaging produces
medically significant artifacts remains controversial,

with some studies corroborating [176,228,240,241]
and others contradicting [231–233,242,243] the
fact that the presence of contrast medium can be
a source of errors and artifact when the CT data
are used for attenuation correction of PET images
depending on the route of administration and
phase protocol of CT imaging [140]. The optimal
quantity and route of administration of contrast
medium and potential correction schemes remain
open questions that require further research and
development efforts [139]. Other strategies include
the acquisition of precontrast and postcontrast CT
scans that can be used to minimize possible artifacts
contributed by the presence of contrast media when

Fig. 6. Illustration of a respiratory motion related artifact on positron emission tomography (PET) images recon-
structed with CT-based attenuation correction. (A) Coronal CT, (B) coronal attenuation corrected 18F-FDG PET, (C)
coronal fused PET/CT image, (D) coronal nonattenuation corrected 18F-FDG PET, (E) sagittal CT, (F) sagittal atten-
uation corrected 18F-FDG PET, (G) sagittal fused PET/CT image, (H) sagittal nonattenuation corrected 18F-FDG PET.
A region of decreased metabolic activity is demonstrated in the diaphragmatic region (vertical arrow), repre-
senting a cold artifact. Note that this artifact is not apparent on the noncorrected image.
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the CT scan is to be used as an attenuation map for
correction of the PET data. As a rule of thumb, exam-
ination of the uncorrected images is recommended
to distinguish technical artifacts from physiologic/
pathologic hypermetabolism.

Various techniques were suggested to correct for
the presence of oral [242,244–246] and intrave-
nous [176,247,248] contrast agents in whole-
body PET/CT, including cardiac PET/CT [249].
The segmented contrast correction (SCC) method
originally proposed by Nehmeh and colleagues
[242] consists of identifying through manual
segmentation the regions that contain contrast me-
dium and then substitute the CT numbers of pixels
belonging to these regions with their equivalent ef-
fective bone CT numbers, because the commonly
used bilinear calibration curve is derived based on
the assumption that positive CT numbers are con-
tributed by a mixture of tissue and bone. The tech-
nique later was extended to be applicable to
intravenous contrast agents [176]. The technique
was evaluated using phantom and clinical studies
and proved to accurately recover lesion size and
uptake. One of the drawbacks of this technique is

the limited scope of possible applications given
that the enhanced regions reflecting the spatial
distribution of contrast medium are limited to sim-
ple geometric shapes. This limitation renders the al-
gorithm of limited value in clinical settings where
the shapes encountered are rather irregular. The
problem arises from the difficulty in appropriately
segmenting and classifying bone and contrast-en-
hanced fluids (CEF) in patient’s CT images. More
recently, an automated algorithm for segmentation
and classification of irregular shapes of regions
containing contrast medium usually found in
clinical CT images was proposed for wider applica-
bility of the SCC algorithm for correction of oral
contrast artifacts [246]. Fig. 9 shows a clinical
PET/CT study deemed to be problematic to demon-
strate the applicability of the previously referenced
automated segmentation technique in a clinical
environment. The patient previously had oral
barium administration for esophageal, gastric, and
duodenal transit assessment, which was known to
remain in the abdomen during the PET/CT scan.
It can be seen that the correction of oral contrast
artifacts improves the readability and interpretation

Fig. 7. (A) Axial helical CT (HCT) and positron emission tomography (PET) data (corrected by HCT) for a clinical
PET/CT study. (B) Corresponding axial respiration-averaged CT (ACT) and PET data (corrected by ACT). To
enhance interpretation, both HCT and ACT images are shown with CT level of -700 and window width of
1000. SUV for HCT PET and ACT PET were 4.3 and 7.4, respectively. SUV increased 70.1% from HCT PET to ACT
PET. (C) Coronal HCT, HCT PET, and maximum-intensity projection (MIP) of HCT PET data. (D) Coronal ACT,
ACT PET, and MIP of ACT PET data. With ACT, there was a significant reduction in breathing artifacts caused
by different breathing states during HCT and PET. Note that ACT did not cover whole lung and was still able
to correct for breathing artifacts. On each image, crosshair or arrow indicates tumor location. (Reprinted
from Pan T, Mawlawi O, Nehmeh SA, et al. Attenuation correction of PET images with respiration-averaged
CT images in PET/CT. J Nucl Med 2005;46:1481–7; with permission.)
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of the PET scan and shows substantial decrease of
the SUV (104.3%) in the region containing contrast
medium after correction [246].

Truncation artifacts

Truncation artifacts occur when there is a discrep-
ancy between PET and CT fields of view in a com-
bined PET/CT scanner. In most commercial
designs, the FoV of the CT component usually is
truncated to 50 cm, whereas the PET FoV may extend
up to 70 cm. Truncation artifacts potentially occur
when scanning extends beyond the CT FoV, which
might happen frequently when scanning obese pa-
tients. It is also very common to extend the CT FoV
to 70 cm through analytic extrapolation of the pro-
jection. This might increase the bias introduced

into the PET data through the CT-AC procedure,
however. Few studies focused on the assessment of
the impact of artifacts resulting from truncation of
CT images, particularly on tracer activity concentra-
tions in clinical oncology resulting in the proposal
of various strategies for truncation correction
[166–170]. In most of the cases, an extended FoV
algorithm is used to estimate complete unmeasured
projections outside the CT FoV from nonlinear
extrapolation of the truncated projections. Perfor-
mance assessment of algorithms usually is per-
formed by comparing PET tracer distribution and
uptake obtained through reconstructions using CT
images reconstructed from truncated and extended
projections, respectively. It has been shown that
truncation artifacts in whole-body PET/CT lead to

Fig. 8. Illustration of the difference in quantification of the positron emission tomography (PET) data in (E)
between the PET data in (C), corrected with the axial helical CT HCT data in (A), and the PET data in (D) corrected
with the ACT data in (B). A segmented region in (E) also is duplicated in the HCT data in (A) and the ACT data in
(B). This example demonstrates the cause of misregistration when a part of the lateral walls of myocardium in
the PET data are attenuation corrected with the lower attenuation of the lungs when they should have been
corrected with the higher attenuation of the heart tissues. (Reprinted from Pan T, Mawlawi O, Luo D, et al.
Attenuation correction of PET cardiac data with low-dose average CT in PET/CT. Med Phys 2006;33:3931–8;
with permission.)
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visual and quantitative distortions of the CT and
attenuation-corrected PET images in the area of
truncation [166–168]. Truncation correction algo-
rithms allow one not only to achieve artifact-free
images in the FoV but also to extend the images
beyond the FoV, and these algorithms should be
applied when available.

Artifacts arising from metallic objects

The presence of metallic objects is a major problem
in CT, as they tend to generate strong artifacts in
reconstructed CT images owing to the presence of
strongly attenuating objects in the FoV. The pres-
ence of metallic dental implants [250,251] or elec-
troencephalogram (EEG) electrodes [165] typically
used for monitoring epilepsy patients can introduce
visible artifacts into brain images when CT is used to
determine the attenuation map in PET/CT. Similar
observations have been made for metallic hip
prosthetic material [252,253] and pacemakers
[160,254,255]. The most important causes of metal
artifacts are noise, beam hardening, the non-linear
partial volume effect, and scatter.

The maximum voxel intensity in reconstructed
CT images is 3071 HU on virtually all clinical CT
scanners except when an extended CT scale is
used [256]. The consequence is that metallic objects
will be assigned this maximum value, which

obviously underestimates their true HU. Even
when the extended CT scale is used, however, cur-
rently available conversion methods likely will
undercorrect for attenuation of metallic objects.
When the obtained CT data are used for AC of the
corresponding PET emission data, LoRs passing
through metallic objects will be assigned wrong
ACFs [165].

The general hypothesis lying behind the develop-
ment of metal artifact reduction algorithms is that
the artifacts are caused by deviations of the acquisi-
tion model assumed by the reconstruction from the
true acquisition process. Consequently, improving
the acquisition model should reduce artifacts.
Various metal artifact reduction (MAR) algorithms
have been suggested in the literature [110,
144–165,184,254,255,257–259]. For example, the
MAR algorithm proposed in by Lemmens and col-
leagues [161,165] starts with an initial reconstruc-
tion performed using an iterative ML algorithm
for transmission tomography (MLTR) [158]. This
initial image estimate is used to produce a label im-
age on which multimodal priors are defined [70]. A
maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) reconstruction then
is performed using these priors to obtain an arti-
fact-free starting image [260]. This starting image
serves as the basis for an image-based projection
completion procedure, where the measured metal

Fig. 9. Transaxial slices of generated CT-based attenuation maps before (A) and after (B) correction of oral
contrast-related artifacts using an automated segmentation algorithm and corresponding positron emission
tomography (PET) images (C and D) reconstructed using the attenuation maps shown in (A) and (B), respectively.
Note the contrast-related artifacts (arrows).
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projections are substituted by artificially computed
projections. The final step of the algorithm consists
in performing the final reconstruction through the
use of the corrected dataset and MLTR.

Artifacts arising from x-ray scatter
in CT images

A limited number of studies have investigated
the magnitude and spatial distribution of the scatter
component in radionuclide TX scanning [261,262].
Historically, the scatter component was assessed
extensively in the context of quantitative CT imag-
ing [189,263–265]. Interest in scatter characteriza-
tion and correction in CT images was revived
following the introduction of PET/CT and the
successful implementation of CT-AC procedures.
The scatter component in CT data was assessed
both in fan beam [189,263–265] and cone beam
[173,175,266–269], including flat-panel [174–176,
270–274] geometries. This is discussed in detail in
the article by Zaidi and Montanden in this special
issue [2].

Summary

High-resolution cutting-edge PET and PET/CT tech-
nology is poised to advance the understanding of
human disease complexity and improve the clinical
management of patients through translational
research. The hope is to be able to provide predic-
tive, preventative, and personalized medicine that
is expected to radically transform the practice of
medicine and shift in health care. This only can
be achieved using quantitative molecular imaging,
which provides accurate measures of biological pro-
cesses in vivo using the most advanced PET data
correction and reconstruction algorithms available
today. AC is one of the most pertinent corrections
that needs to be performed to get reliable results.
The ability to accurately carry out AC with validated
hardware/software solutions, combined with the
use of rigorous quality control measures, enhances
the interpretive confidence and accuracy of molecu-
lar PET imaging. Consequently, there has been
growing clinical acceptance of the need to systemat-
ically perform AC in clinical setting following its
successful implementation in research environ-
ments. Postinjection TX scanning remains the
most widely used method on standalone PET units,
although this is changing rapidly with the introduc-
tion of dual-modality PET/CT systems, where CT-
AC was imposed as the new gold standard despite
the many problems discussed in this article [14].
The development of suitable AC strategies on novel
dual-modality imaging technologies such as PET/
MR remains challenging and will attract the interest

of active researchers in the field in the foreseeable
future [81].

Despite the remarkable progress in AC achieved
during the last decade, there is still scope for further
research to address the challenges of novel tech-
niques and stringent demands of diagnostic molec-
ular imaging. There is every reason to believe the
field will move forward more rapidly in the near
future with the advent of better computing power
and the unlimited imagination of researchers in
the field. There is no shortage of challenges and op-
portunities, as the field is very open to future novel
ideas (hardware, and especially software) aimed at
improving the quantitative capabilities of molecu-
lar imaging techniques.
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